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 Model of heavy flavor enriched SVJ (SVJb)
● Heavy particle e.g. Z’ decaying to dark sector quarks
● Using simplified pythia dark sector, Nf = 2, NC = 3
● Assume the lightest (pseudo)-scalar can mix with the Higgs 

or back to SM with Z' by mass insertion
○ If mS>2mb, this results in b-enriched final state
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 Experimental signatures of heavy flavor enriched SVJ

High multiplicity of b-hadrons!

High displaced vertex multiplicity

High (displaced) track multiplicity

High lepton multiplicity

di-vertex mass peaks corresponding to 
the dark pion mass
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 Simulation of signal samples

● Production mode of dark quarks:
○ s-channel Z’ (Pythia8 - New Hidden Valley Module)
○ 20k per sample
○ mπD/ΛD = 1, ΛD = 20 GeV (unless stated otherwise)

● Simplifying assumption: 100% of dark pions decays to b-quarks  

● Invisible fraction: effective parameterization as branching fraction

● Background samples:
○ QCD (heavy flavour, light flavour u/d and gluon)
○ 50k per sample

Parameters: Z’ mass, dark pion mass, rinv
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 Object selection

AK8 jets
● |η| < 2.4
● pT > 200 GeV

Electrons
● |η| < 2.4
● pT > 10 GeV

Muons
● |η| < 2.4
● pT > 3 GeV

B-hadrons
● |η| < 2.4
● “long-lived”, PDG IDs:

○ mesons: 511, 521, 531, 541
○ baryons: 5122, 5112, 5212, 5222, 5132, 5232, 5312, 5322, 5332, 

5142, 5422, 5342, 5432, 5442, 5512, 5522, 5532, 5542, 5554

● 95% B-mesons, 5% B-baryons
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 Overview of kinematics: sanity check
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 Overview of kinematics: sanity check
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 Overview of kinematics: sanity check
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 b-tagging: basic info
● Algorithm used in CMS: DeepJet 

arXiv:2008.10519

● DeepJet uses 650 features:
○ Secondary vertex: SV pT, ΔR, 2D and 

3D impact parameters, N tracks in SV, …
○ Particle Flow constituents properties: 

ΔR, Δη, pT/pT, jet, 2D and 3D impact 
parameters, …

○ Global variables: jet pT, η, N primary 
and secondary vertices, N 
neutral/charged PF candidates, …

● 6 output classes:
○ b
○ bb
○ blept  (1 b-hadron decaying leptonically)
○ c
○ uds
○ g

Similar ideas are exploited by ATLAS

Essentially, existing b-taggers use 
displaced tracks, vertices and the high 

track multiplicity

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.10519
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 b-tagging: would the nominal tagger work?

● Essentially, existing b-taggers use displaced tracks, 
vertices and the high track multiplicity

● In principle, SVJb should be able to be tagged as well

● A few caveats: 
○ b-hadrons need to be energetic to form 

displaced vertices and tracks 
○ High b-hadron multiplicity may impact vertex 

performance 

● Existing analyses using b-tagging already sensitive to 
SVJb

○ High mass b-tagged dijet Z’ resonance search
> 60% of the b-hadrons have 
pT > 20 GeV for m(Z’) = 3 TeV
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 Possible searches: using traditional b-tagging

● b-tagged mono-jet search
○ Inclusive mono-jet search can be 

marginally sensitive to SVJ
○ A b-tagged version of mono-jet 

search would be marginally sensitive 
to SVJb (not a search targeting SVJb 
specifically)

○ mono-jet: min|∆φ(ETmiss, jet)| > 0.4
○ s-channel SVJ: min|∆φ(ETmiss, jet)| < 

0.8

● b-tagged SVJ search
○ An extension using b-tagging can 

probe SVJb to quite some extent
○ Existing t-channel SVJ search 

vetos b-jets (< 2)

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-020

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-020/
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 b-tagging: what has been done by the group

● No study of tagger design for the scope of this work:
○ b-tagging parametrized in Delphes
○ No vertex information in Delphes
○ State-of-the-art tagger hard to use in practice
○ Would like to start with simpler approaches first

● So, we studied:
○ Number of b-hadrons
○ Impact parameter of PF candidates
○ Complementarity with JSS-based tagger
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 “Long-lived” B-hadrons - Varying rinv

per-event per-jet

Really high b-hadron multiplicity in jet!
> X b-hadron already kills most of the QCD!

➜ Exploit large number of B-hadrons in jets (N b-tag, N > 2)
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 “Long-lived” B-hadrons - Varying mπD

When increasing mπD (at fixed ΛD = 20 GeV):
● the number of B-hadrons decreases
● the pT spectrum does not change noticeably
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 “Long-lived” B-hadrons - Varying mπD

Pushing the dark pion mass till 1.5 ΛD:
● Very different jet pT
● JSS much more alike QCD heavy flavor
● Much lower number of b-hadrons
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 “Long-lived” B-hadrons - Varying mπD and ΛD

ΛD = 10 GeV for mπD = 12 and 14 GeV, 20 GeV else
● Large variation in JSS
● Variation in number of b-hadrons
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 “Long-lived” B-hadrons - Varying mZ’

Heavier Z’ gives more and harder b-hadrons 

mπD/ΛD = 1
ΛD = 20 GeV
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 2D impact parameter

Large impact parameter!
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 Dedicated tagging definitely worth exploring
● Going from standard b-tagging to dedicated tagging usually brings a huge sensitivity gain
● For example, going from simple counting b-tagged subjets to dedicated Xbb tagging increases 

the sensitivity of G->HH->bbbb search   

FTAG-2022-002

http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/FTAG-2022-002/
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 Muons - Varying rinv 

Leptons in SVJb are softer
The multiplicity of lepton is also much higher 
Require the jets to contain > X muon is also powerful
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 Muons - Varying mZ’

Heavier Z’ gives more and harder muons 
The multiplicity of lepton is also much higher 
Require the jets to contain > X muon is also powerful

mπD/ΛD = 1
ΛD = 20 GeV
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 Soft Muon Based Approach
● Reference : 

○ ATLAS soft-muon-tagger (SMT) based top mass measurement [link]
■ muon pT: 8 GeV

○ Recent ATLAS low pT muon identification note [link]
■ muon pT: 3 GeV

● Properties to consider:
○ multi-jet events should have small number of muons in a jet
○ high muon multiplicity expected in the SVJb jet
○ muons in dark QCD jets are from cascade decays 

■ more spread/dispersion in pT?
■ exploring the correlation via a ML approach (BDT or NN)?

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2693954/files/ATLAS-CONF-2019-046.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2710574
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 Correlation between muons

Some muons inside the jet are correlated, if 
they are from a common parent particle

Some muons are less correlated if they are 
muon NOT from the same vertex 

Exploring the correlations between muons 
is interesting

Similar approaches exploring correlations 
between tracks already exist in b-taggers
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2020-014

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2718948
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 2D impact parameter

Muons are from b-hadron decays 
Similar d0
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 Jet energy fractions

● Larger electron and muon energy fraction for 
QCD heavy flavor than SVJ heavy flavor

○ Result of the difference in 
hadronization: leptons from dark bound 
states in SVJ

● Large differences in energy fractions between 
QCD light flavor / gluon and SVJ heavy flavor
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 Jet substructure - Axes and generalized angularities

SVJ vs 
gluon

SVJ vs 
SM light q

SVJ vs 
SM b

JSS

EF

N muons

N SV

➜ Complementary of JSS with 
Secondary Vertices and 
number of muons for tagging 
SVJ with heavy flavor

More sensitivity
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 Conclusion

● Large number of b-hadrons and muons for a wide range of model parameters

● Complementary with “traditional” JSS-based SVJ tagger

● Potentially large number of secondary vertices (to be checked!)
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 Possible projects/homework

● Develop a dedicated multi-b SVJ tagger

● Extend the existing SVJ searches to include (dedicated) b-tagging

● Carry out a pheno study focusing on the usage of soft muons (leptons)?
○ In collaboration with the leponic working group 

● Multiple b-hadrons ➜ multiple displaced decay vertices 
○ Should collaborate more with the LLP WG as well

● SVJ with heavy flavor is LLP-ish, JJS-ish, leptonic-ish and hadronic-ish
○ Should collaborate with all the WGs
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Heavy flavor dark 
shower is fun and 

intense!!!
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Backup
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 Overview of kinematics
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 Overview of kinematics
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 “Long-lived” B-hadrons
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 “Long-lived” B-hadrons - Varying mπD

When increasing mπD (at fixed ΛD):
● the number of B-hadrons decreases
● the number of B-mesons decreases
● the number of B-baryons increases
● The pT spectrum does not change noticeably
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 Number of constituents in jets

● Much larger multiplicity in SVJ
● Multiplicity does not vary (much) with the dark hadron mass

○ for fixed dark hadronization scale!
○ with a caveat at large 1.5ΛD


